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Abstract

We concentrate on a family of discrete event systems obtained from a simple modular design prin�
ciple that include in a controlled way primitives to deal with concurrency� decisions� synchronization�
blocking� and bulk movements of jobs� Due to the functional complexity of such systems� reliable

throughput approximation algorithms must be deeply supported on a structure based decomposition
technique� We present two complementary decomposition techniques and a �xed�point search itera�
tive process based on response time preservation of subsystems� An extensive battery of numerical

experiments has shown that the error is less than ��� and that the state space is usually reduced by
more than one order of magnitude�

� Introduction

Performance analysis of discrete event systems is an important subject where growing e�orts are being
devoted� The emerging problems are really complex if general models are considered� including primitives
to deal with concurrency� decisions� synchronization� blocking� and bulk movements of jobs� In �CCJS����
a throughput approximation technique was developed for the analysis of a class of discrete event sys	
tems isomorphous to Fork�Join Queueing Networks with Blocking� stochastic strongly connected marked
graphs� Those systems allow concurrency� synchronization� and blocking but neither decisions nor bulk
movements�

Deterministic Systems of Sequential Processes 
DSSP� in the sequel� are obtained by the application
of a simple modular design principle� several functional units 
in this case� sequential processes modeled
with state machines� SMs� execute concurrently and cooperate using asynchronous communication by
message passing through a set of bu�ers 
places with possibly weighted input and output arcs�� Bu�ers
are destination private 
i�e�� they go to a single sequential process�� Thus competition among functional
units is prevented� Moreover� bu�ers do not represent side conditions in con�icts of the functional units

i�e�� they do not unbalance con�icts�� Several classes have been de�ned in the literature following this
basic modular design principle �Rei��� Sou��� CCST��� RTS���� In this paper� we deal with approximate
throughput computation of DSSPs� that include� in a controlled way� all the above enumerated features

concurrency� decisions� synchronization� blocking� and bulk movements��

The approximation technique that we consider is based on two key points�


�� A structure based decomposition of the original model leading to two or more smaller aggregated sub�
systems� The decomposition must be such that the qualitative behaviour of the isolated subsystems
reproduces as accurate as possible that of the original system projected on the preserved nodes� In
some cases� the functional behaviour can be captured 
reachable markings�� Sometimes� only some
weaker logical properties can be preserved� In principle� the better the qualitative behaviour of the
original system is represented by the aggregated subsystems� the more accurate the quantitative
approximation will be expected�
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�� An iterative response time approximation method for the computation of the throughput� At each
iteration step� the underlying CTMC of every aggregated subsystems are solved� getting more
information for the improvement of the response time approximation of the reduced nodes� The use
of a basic skeleton of the system in order to tune up the response time approximation was �rstly
introduced in �JSS��� and plays a very important role in the iterative response time approximation
technique� An extensive battery of numerical experiments has shown that this approximation
technique is very robust even for the most complex models for which the exact functional aggregation
is not possible 
provided that some basic logical properties are preserved��

Two complementary techniques are presented in this paper for the structural decomposition of large
DSSPs� The �rst of them� based on SM�s reduction� is a local aggregation technique and it preserves
all the connections among functional units 
i�e�� it preserves the bu�ers and their input and output
transitions�� It is specially suited for DSSPs composed from large SMs� A cut is de�ned through
bu�ers� partitioning the SMs into several subsets� An aggregated subsystem is obtained per each of
these subsets by reducing as much as possible all the SMs belonging to the rest of subsets� A method
for the SMs reduction is presented such that the functional behaviour of the aggregated subsystems
is an exact projection of the original system on the preserved nodes 
reachable markings and �ring
sequences�� Thus� logical properties like steps� boundedness� liveness� and the existence of home states
are also preserved�

If the SMs of a DSSP are not large� then the previous technique may not lead to an important state
space reduction� The second technique presented in this paper deals with such situations� not only the
SMs but also the bu�ers are aggregated� thus being a global reduction technique� The basic idea is an
elaborate generalization of that presented in �JSS���� A single input�single output cut 
SISO	cut� is de�ned
that splits the original net in two 
multiple splitting can be considered in a hierarchical way�� In order to
apply this technique� the bu�ers must be 
not only output	private but also� input	private and the SMs
must be fully reducible to a transition preserving some aggregated properties of the functional behaviour
like the bounds of bu�ers� liveness or the existence of home states� In that case� the problem reduces to
a subnet aggregation in weighted T �systems �TCWCS��� 
the weighted extension of marked graphs�� A
method is presented to preserve the mentioned basic functional properties after the aggregation phase�
using the gain concept �TCWCS��� de�ned on 
weighted� paths� In order to improve approximation� the
structural concept of resistance of a path is introduced� It is related to the minimum number of times
that the �rst transition of a weighted path must be �red to allow the �ring of the last transition of the
path� The aggregation technique preserves also the resistance of the aggregated subnet�

The paper is organized as follows� Some basic notation� the formal de�nition of DSSPs� and the
considered stochastic interpretation are introduced in Section �� Section � is devoted to the �rst de	
composition technique� based on SMs reduction� The decomposition phase and the iteration phase are
presented� with some numerical results for a selected example� In Section �� the single input	single output
cut is de�ned� the decomposition phase is based on an algorithm to compute the gain and the resistance
of a subnet� the iteration phase� which is analogous than in Section �� is applied to a representative
example� Some concluding remarks and further work are outlined in Section ��

� Basics on Deterministic Systems of Sequential Processes

In this section we formally de�ne the class of Deterministic Systems of Sequential Processes as a subclass
of Petri net systems� and we explain how time is introduced in the model� Previously� some basic
de�nitions and notations of Petri nets are recalled�

The class that we consider in this paper is an extension of that in �Sou���� although we keep the same
name� In that work� sequential processes are modelled with safe state machines while the communication
among them is described by their connection through particular places called bu�ers� their bu�ers are
private in the sense that each of them has only one input and only one output state machine� Our
extension allows that several state machines deposit messages 
tokens� in a bu�er�

��� Basic notations

We assume the reader is familiar with concepts of P�T nets� In this section we present notations used in
later sections� For further extensions the reader is referred to �Mur��� Sil����



A P�T net is a ��tupleN � 
P� T� Pre� Post�� where P and T are disjoint sets of places and transitions

jP j � n� jT j � m�� and Pre 
Post� is the pre� �post�� incidence function representing the input 
output�
arcs� Pre�P � T � IN � f�� �� �� � � �g 
Post�P � T � IN�� Ordinary nets are Petri nets whose pre	 and
post	incidence functions take values in f�� �g� The incidence function of a given arc in a non	ordinary
net is called weight or multiplicity� The pre� and post�set of a transition t � T are de�ned respectively
as �t � fpjPre
p� t� � �g and t� � fpjPost
p� t� � �g� The pre� and post�set of a place p � P are
de�ned respectively as �p � ftjPost
p� t� � �g and p� � ftjPre
p� t� � �g� The incidence matrix of
the net is de�ned as C � �Post
pi� tj� � Pre
pi� tj��� i � �� � � � � n� j � �� � � � �m� Flows 
semi�ows� are
integer 
natural� annullers of C� Right and left annullers are called T 	 and P 	
semi��ows respectively� A
semi�ow is called minimal when its support� kXk� is not a proper superset of the support of any other�
and the greatest common divisor of its elements is one� A net is consistent i� it has a T 	semi�ow X � ���
A net is conservative i� it has a P 	semi�ow Y � ���

A function M �P � IN 
usually represented in vector form� is called marking� A P�T system� or
marked Petri net� 
N �M��� is a P�T net N with an initial marking M�� A transition t � T is enabled at
marking M i� �p � P � M
p� � Pre
p� t�� A transition t enabled at M can �re yielding a new marking M �


reached marking� de�ned by M �
p� � M
p��Pre
p� t��Post
p� t� 
it is denoted by M �tiM ��� A sequence
of transitions � � t�t� � � � tn is a �ring sequence in 
N �M�� i� there exists a sequence of markings such
that M��t�iM��t�iM� � � � �tniMn� In this case� marking Mn is said to be reachable from M� by �ring ��
and this is denoted by M���iMn� The reachability set R
N �M�� is the set of all markings reachable from
the initial marking� L
N �M�� is the language of �ring sequences of 
N �M�� 
L
N �M�� � f� j M���ig��

A place p � P is said to be k	bounded i� �M � R
N �M��� M
p� � k� A P�T system is said to
be 
marking� k�bounded i� every place is k�bounded� and bounded i� there exists some k for which it
is k�bounded� A P�T system is live when every transition can ultimately occur from every reachable
marking� M is a home state in 
N �M�� i� it is reachable from every reachable marking�

��� Deterministic Systems of Sequential Processes

State machines are ordinary Petri nets such that every transition has only one input and only one output
place 
�t � T � j�tj � jt�j � ��� SMs allow the modelling of sequences� decisions 
or con�icts�� and
re	entrance 
when they are marked with more than one token� but not synchronization�

Deterministic Systems of Sequential Processes 
DSSPs� are used for the modelling and analysis of
distributed systems composed by sequential processes communicating through output	private bu�ers�
Each sequential process is modelled by a safe 
��bounded� SM� The communication among them is
described by bu�ers 
places� which contain products
messages 
tokens�� which are produced by some
processes and consumed by others� Each bu�er is output�private in the sense that it is an input place of
only one SM�

De�nition ��� A marked Petri net 
N �M�� � 
P� 	 � � � 	 Pq 	 B� T� 	 � � � 	 Tq� P re� Post�M�� is a
Deterministic System of Sequential Processes i��

� �i� j � f�� � � � � qg� i 
� j� Pi � Pj � �� Ti � Tj � �� Pi � B � ��

� �i � f�� � � � � qg� 
SMi�M�i� � 
Pi� Ti� P rei� P osti�M�i� is a strongly connected and �	bounded state
machine �where Prei�Posti� and M�i are the restrictions of Pre� Post� and M� to Pi and Ti��

� The set B of bu�ers is such that �b � B�

�a� j�bj � � and jb�j � ��

�b� i � f�� � � � � qg such that b� � Ti�

�c� �p � P� 	 � � � 	 Pq� t� t� � p� � Pre
b� t� � Pre
b� t��

The �rst two items of the previous de�nition state that a DSSP is composed by a set of SMs 
SMi� i �
�� � � � � q� and a set of bu�ers 
B�� By item �a� bu�ers are neither source nor sink places� The output	
private condition is expressed by condition �b� Requirement �c justi�es the word �deterministic� in the
name of the class� the marking of bu�ers does not disturb the decisions taken by a SM� i�e�� choices in the
SMs are free� This de�nition generalizes the class of DSSPs de�ned in �Sou���� where bu�ers are required
to have not only a single output SM 
output	private� but also a single input SM 
input	private�� From



a queueing network perspective� DSSPs are a mild generalization of Fork�Join Queuing Networks with
Blocking where servers are complex 
safe SMs with a rich connectivity to bu�ers� and bulk movements
of jobs are allowed�

��� Stochastic interpretation

We consider net systems with timed transitions� Marking and time independent exponentially distributed
random variables associated to the �ring of transitions de�ne their service time� The mean values of these
variables are denoted si for each transition ti of the net�

For the modelling of con�icts we use immediate transitions with the addition of 
marking and time
independent� routing rates� In other words� for the subset of immediate transitions ft�� � � � � tkg � T being
in con�ict at each reachable marking� we assume that the constants r�� � � � � rk � IQ� are explicitly de�ned
in the system interpretation in such a way that when t�� � � � � tk are simultaneously enabled� transition
ti� i � �� � � � � k� �res with probability ri�


Pk
j�� rj�� Consequently� routing is completely decoupled from

duration of activities�
The visit ratio of transition ti with respect to tj � v

�j�
i � is the average number of times ti is visited


�red� for each visit to 
�ring of� the reference transition tj � For live and bounded DSSPs� the vector of
visit ratios can be computed by solving a linear system of equations� using the incidence matrix and the
routing rates at con�icts 
see �CCST�����

� SM reduction and exact projection of reachable markings

In this section we present the �rst technique for the structural decomposition of large DSSPs and the
iterative response time approximation method for the computation of throughput� The decomposition
technique is specially suited for DSSPs composed from large SMs� A cut is de�ned through bu�ers�
classifying the SMs into several subsets� An aggregated subsystem is obtained per each of these subsets
by reducing as much as possible all the SMs belonging to the rest of subsets� A method for the SMs
reduction is presented such that the functional behaviour of the aggregated subsystems is an exact
projection of the original system on the preserved nodes 
reachable markings and �ring sequences��

��� Decomposition phase

����� Observable behaviour preserving reduction of SM�s

First� we present the reduction technique for SMs� Let SM � 
PSM� TSM� FSM� be a safe strongly
connected SM� Given a subset Tv � TSM of observable transitions we are interested in constructing other
safe and strongly connected SM which preserves the branching probabilities among observable transitions�
By observable transitions we consider those de�ning the interface between the SM and the rest of the
system 
i�e� those connected to bu�ers� that we assume timed�� The branching probability pij between
observable transition ti and observable transition tj of a given SM is the probability that transition tj is
the next observable transition in that SM which is �red after the �ring of ti�

To preserve branching probabilities we follow a technique similar to that in �BI���� This technique
consists of several steps� Given a SM� a set of observable transitions and the routing probabilities
between them� a non	observable transition is shorted at each step and the new routing probabilities are
computed� Once all non	observable transitions have been shorted we obtain the branching probabilities
between observable transitions� These probabilities are maintained in the reduced net�

To explain this calculus we need some notation� Let Tv � ft�� � � � � tng be the set of observable
transitions and TSM n Tv � f�� � � � �mg the set of non	observable transitions of a state machine SM� We
denote by P the 
n�m�� 
n�m� matrix of routing probabilities of SM 
the routing matrix in queuing
networks terminology�� We are going to compute from P the reduced SM routing 
n� n� matrix P �� If
we short transition k on step k 
k � �� � � � �m�� the new routing probabilities are�

p
�k���
ij � p

�k�
ij � p

�k�
ik

�
�X
r��

�
p
�k�
kk

�r�
p
�k�
kj i� j � t�� � � � � tn� k � �� � � � �m



� p
�k�
ij � p

�k�
ik

�
�� p

�k�
kk

���
p
�k�
kj k � �� � � � �m 
��

Then� matrix P � is P � �
�
p
�m���
ij

�
� We will denote the elements p

�m���
ij by p�ij �

The reduced state machine 
SMTv �M
Tv
� � is easily constructed as follows� For each observable tran	

sition ti� add an input pini and an output place pouti � for each p�ij � �� make the fusion of places pouti and

pinj � and for the rest of p�ij 
� �� add an immediate transition ti�j from fpouti g to fpinj g� with routing rate
equal to p�ij �

From this reduction technique� the next properties trivially follow�

Property ��� Let 
SM�M�� be a safe strongly connected SM and Tv � TSM a subset of observable
transitions Let 
SMTv �M

Tv
� � be the SM reduced by previous technique Then� the branching probabilities

among all observable transitions are preserved after the reduction

Corollary ��� Let 
SM�M�� be a safe strongly connected SM and Tv � TSM a subset of observable
transitions Let 
SMTv �M

Tv
� � be the reduced SM by previous technique Then�

i� The visit ratios of observable transitions in 
SM�M�� and 
SMTv �M
Tv
� � are the same

ii� L
SM�M��jTv � L
�
SMTv �M

Tv
�

����
Tv

iii� R
SM�M��j�Tv � R
�
SMTv �M

Tv
�

����
�Tv

Now� from the de�nition of the class of DSSPs� it is clear that provided liveness the only ef	
fect of bu�ers on a single state machine is a possible additional delay for the �ring of transitions

L
N �M��jTSM � L

�
SM�MSM

�

�
�� Therefore� the functional properties of the reduced state machine

are also preserved if it is considered within the whole system� as stated in the next property�

Property ��� Let 
N �M�� be a live and bounded DSSP� SM a SM of N and tv the subset of observable
transitions of SM Let 
N ��M �

�� be the net system obtained by reducing SM Then we have�

i� The visit ratios of observable transitions of SM are preserved after the reduction

ii� L
N �M��jTAS � L 
N ��M �
��jTAS

iii� R
N �M��jPAS � R 
N ��M �
��jPAS

Where TAS� 
TN n TSM� 	 Tv and PAS� 
PN n PSM� 	 
�T v � PSM�

����� Cut� aggregated subsystems and basic skeleton

The decomposition of a live and bounded DSSP 
like that in Fig� ��a� is based on the splitting in k pieces
by a cut de�ned on bu�ers� Once the cut and the pieces are selected we construct k aggregated subsystems

AS�� � � � �ASk� see Figs� ��b� ��c� and ��d� and a basic skeleton system 
BS� see Fig� ��e�� First� we
formally de�ne the cut�

De�nition ��� Let 
N �M�� � 
P� 	 P� 	 � � � 	 Pq 	 B� T� 	 T� 	 � � � 	 Tq � P re� Post�M�� be a live
and bounded DSSP A subset Q � B of bu�ers is said k�cut of N 
k � �� i� there exist k subnets
Ni � 
PNi

� TNi
� P reNi

� P ostNi
�� i � �� � � � � k� of N verifying�

i�

k	
i��

TNi
� T� TNi

� TNj
� � �i 
� j� i� j � �� � � � � k�

ii� �i � f�� � � � � qg j � f�� � � � � kg such that Ti � TNj

iii� PNi
� �TNi

	 TNi

� i � �� � � � � k

iv�

k	
i��

PNi
� P and

	
i��j

�
PNi

� PNj

�
� Q i� j � f�� � � � � kg�
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Figure �� 
a� A DSSP� Its decomposition in aggregated subsystems 
b� AS�� 
c� AS�� and 
d� AS�� and

e� the basic skeleton 
shadow transitions are the observable transitions summarizing the response time
of SMs��

v� PreNi
� PrejPNi

�TNi
� PostNi

� PostjPNi
�TNi

� i � f�� � � � � kg

Now we de�ne the aggregated subsystems and the basic skeleton obtained from a k	cut�

De�nition ��� Let 
N �M�� be a live and bounded DSSP� Q � B a k�cut of N and Ni i � �� � � � � k
the k subnets de�ned by Q For each i � �� � � � � k the aggregated subsystem AS i � 
AN i�M

AN i

� � is the
system obtained from 
N �M�� by reducing every SM not included in Ni All bu�ers are maintained The
basic skeleton BS � 
BN �MBN

� � is the system obtained from 
N �M�� by reducing all SM�s The initial
markings of aggregated subsystems and basic skeleton maintain the initial marking of bu�ers and of non�
reduced SM�s The initial marking of reduced SM�s is the marking computed by the previous reduction
technique

The next theorem includes the main result of this section� It relates the behaviour of a DSSP with
those of the aggregated subsystems and the basic skeleton� Previously� we introduce some additional
notation� For each i � �� � � � � k� let TVi be the set of observable transitions of Ni and PVi the set of input
places of transitions of TVi belonging to a SM�



Theorem ��� Let 
N �M�� be a live and bounded DSSP� Q � B a k�cut of N � AS i � 
AN i�M
AN i

� �� i �
�� � � � � k� the aggregated subsystems� and BS � 
BN �MBN

� � the basic skeleton derived from Q Then�

i� L 
N �M��jTASi � L
�
AN i�M

AN i

�

����
TASi

� for i � �� � � � � k

ii� R 
N �M��jPASi � R
�
AN i�M

AN i

�

����
PASi

� for i � �� � � � � k

iii� L 
N �M��jTBN � L
�
BN �MBN

�

���
TBN

iv� R 
N �M��jPBN � R
�
BN �MBN

�

���
PBN

Where TASi �
�S

j ��i TVi

�
	 TNi

� PASi �
�S

j ��i PVi

�
	 PNi

	 B� TBN �
Sk
i�� TVi� and PBN �Sk

i�� PVi

Proof sketch� An aggregated subsystem AS i can be computed from the original net by reducing one by
one the SMs not included in Ni� Applying at each step lemma ���� results �i� and �ii� follow� The same
argument is valid for �iii� and �iv�� Q�E�D�

We remark that the previous result assures an �exact functional aggregation� of the original DSSP� in
the sense of state space projection� In this way� good performance approximations should be expected�

��� Iterative response time approximation phase

The technique for an approximate computation of the throughput that we present now is� basically� a
response time approximation method �ABS��� CCJS���� The observable transitions of Nj in AS i 
j 
� i�
approximate the response time of all the subsystem Nj � A direct 
non	iterative� method to compute a
constant service rates of observable transitions in order to represent the aggregation of the subnet gives�
in general� low accuracy� Therefore� we are forced to de�ne a �xed�point search iterative process� The
proposed algorithm is the following�

select a k	cut Q�
derive ASi� i � �� � � � � k� and BS�
give an initial service rate ��t for each t � TBN �
j �� �� fcounter for iteration stepsg
repeat

j �� j � ��
for i �� �� � � � � k

solve the aggregated subsystem AS i with

input� �jt for each t � TVl 
l � �� � � � � i� ��

�j��t for each t � TVl 
l � i � �� � � � � k�

output� X j
i

solve the basic skeleton system BS with

input� �jt for each t � TVl 
l � �� � � � � i� ��

�j��t for each t � TVl 
l � i � �� � � � � k�

ratios among ��t of t � TVi and X j
i

output� scale factor of �jt of t � TVi
end for�

until convergence of X j
� � � � � �X

j
k �

In the above procedure� once a k	cut has been selected and given some initial values ��t for service
rates of all observable transitions except those in N�� the underlying CTMC of aggregated subsystem
AS� is solved 
the computation of appropriate initial values ��t is addressed below�� From the solution
of that CTMC� the �rst estimation X �

� of the throughput of AS� can be computed� Then� the initial
estimated values of service rates of observable transitions TV� must be derived� To do that� we take the
initial values ��t for service rates of transitions in TV� and we search in the basic skeleton a scale factor
for all these rates such that the throughput of the basic skeleton and the throughput of AS�� computed



before� are equal� The same procedure is executed for each aggregated subsystem in a cyclic way� Each
time we solve the aggregated subsystem AS i we obtain in the basic skeleton a new estimation of the
observable transitions rates of TVi�

The computation of a scale factor in the basic skeleton can be implemented with a linear search� Now
the net system 
the basic skeleton� has considerably fewer states than the original one� In each iteration
of this linear search� the underlying CTMC of the basic skeleton is solved� Note that only �rst iteration
the CTMC is completely derived� For later iterations only some values must be changed� In �BLS���� it
is proved that in stochastic DSSPs 
with time and marking independent rates� the throughput of any
transition is a monotonic function of the rate of any other transition� In other words� if we increase 
or
decrease� the rate of any transition the throughput of any other transition will not be decreased 
or not
increase�� This fact assures that the linear search in the basic skeleton 
being a DSSP� has one and only
one solution�

Now we present a procedure to compute the initial values ��t for service rates of observable transitions
in the above algorithm� These initial values are also the relative service rates ��t of observable transitions
used in the basic skeleton during all the approximation process� Consider a state machine SMi of the
original system� We can approximate its behaviour in isolation with its aggregated corresponding state
machine SMTv in isolation� In particular� we are able to preserve not only the exact throughput of each
observable transition but also the relative probabilities of observable transitions being enabled� In this
way� in the reduced SM not only observable transitions are �red as they were in the original net but also
they �work� the same proportion of time� As the SM is safe� what we want to preserve is the relative
probabilities of the states enabling observable transitions�

If � and �� are the steady	state probability vectors of SM and SMTv respectively� we want that
�j�Tv is proportional to �� 
because �� must be also a probability vector�� Vector � can be e�ciently
computed from linear system �Q � �� The elements of matrix Q� 
the underlying CTMC of SMTv � are�
q�ij � p�ij�i� �i 
� j� and q�ii � �

Pn
k�� q

�
ij � �p�ii�i� Where ��� � � � � �n are the unknown rates we want to

compute� Since rank
Q�� � n� �� from linear system ��Q� � � we can compute the rates ��� � � � � �n but
for a scale factor � 
we take� for instance� �� � ��� The scale factor is computed in such a way that actual
throughputs of observable transitions in SM and SMTv are the same� If X� is the actual throughput of
observable transition t� in the original state machine SM and X �� is the actual throughput of the same
transition in the reduced SM with transition rates computed before 
the rates normalized with �� � ���
then � � X��X ��� Therefore� the initial service rates for observable transitions t � TVi of state machine
SMi used in the iterative algorithm are ��t � � � �t�

Now the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the entire method should be addressed� Although
no formal proof gives positive answers so far to the above questions� extensive testing allows us to conjec	
ture that there exists one and only one solution� computable in a �nite number of steps� typically between
� and � if the convergence criterion is that the maximum di�erence between the two last estimations of
the throughput of any aggregated subsystem is less than ������

��� Numerical results

Let us present some numerical values obtained for the system in Fig� �� The exact value of the throughput
of T� in the original system for the service and routing rates given in the �gure is ��������� The underlying
CTMC has ����� states� In Table �� the iterative results are shown� Columns X 
Ti� are the estimated
values for throughput of transition Ti at each iteration step� Columns  scale f� are the scale factors
modifying the previous estimated service rates� computed with the basic skeleton� Convergence of the
method is usually obtained from the third iteration step� The error for this example was 	������� The
following additional fact must be remarked� the number of states of the underlying CTMCs of AS��
AS�� AS�� and BS are �!��� ����� ������ and �!��� respectively�

The results obtained for alternative service and routing rates are also depicted in Table �� If all rates
are equal to ��� in the original system 
representing a symmetric timing case�� the exact throughput of
T� is ��������� The error of the approximated value is 	������� On the other hand� if a very asymmetric
timing is considered 
service rates di�er in three orders of magnitude� as given in the third case of Table ���
the exact and the approximate values are the same 
with six decimals of precision�� This exceptionally
good approximation is usually obtained with systems with time scale decomposition compatible with the
cut�



Table �� Iteration results for the DSSP in Fig� ��a

Service and routing rates as given in Fig	 �	a
AS� AS� AS�

X �T�� scale f	 X �T
� scale f	 X �T��� scale f	
�	�
��� �	����� �	����� �	����� �	��� �	����

�	��� �	����
� �	������ �	�
��� �	�
��
 �	�����
�	����� �	������ �	�����
 �	�
�
� �	�
��� �	�����
�	����� �	������ �	�����
 �	�
�
� �	�
��� �	�����

Error� 	������
Service and routing rates equal to �	�

AS� AS� AS�
X �T�� scale f	 X �T
� scale f	 X �T��� scale f	
�	������ �	���

� �	����� �	����
� �	�
���� �	
��
��
�	���
�� �	�����
 �	��� �	������ �	�
���� �	
��
��
�	���
�
 �	������ �	���� �	������ �	�
��� �	
���
�	���
� �	������ �	���
 �	�����
 �	�
��� �	
��
�

Error� 	������
Service rates� N� all equal ���	�� N� all equal �	�� N� all equal �	�	

Routing rates equal to �	�
AS� AS� AS�

X �T�� scale f	 X �T
� scale f	 X �T��� scale f	
�	��
��� �	������ �	������ �	������ �	������ �	������
�	��
��� �	������ �	������ �	������ �	������ �	������

Error� ������

In the extensive numerical experiments that we have made� convergence was achieved after no more
than �ve iteration steps and the error was no more than ���

� DDSP�s reducible to weighted T �systems

The technique in the previous section is based on the 
partial� reduction of all SMs of a general DSSP�
If the SMs of a DSSP are not large� then the previous technique may not lead to a signi�cant state
space reduction� In this section we introduce a more general reduction on a subclass of DSSPs that
we will call reducible to weighted T �systems 
WTSs are the weighted generalization of marked graphs�
see �TCWCS����� In particular we assume in this section that the bu�ers are also input private as in
�Sou���
i�e�� only a SM gives tokens to it�� Moreover� since the functional units of a DSSP are mono	
marked SMs� it can be said that bu�ers with origin and destination to a single functional unit can
be ignored without loosing expressive power � 
a� To preserve consistency and conservativeness� purely
private bu�ers should be structurally implicit �CS��b�� and 
b� either the bu�er is implicit 
i�e�� it does
not constraint at all the behaviour of the global system� or not� and in the last case it kills the global
system 
and we are looking for live systems only"��

The main di�erences with respect to the technique in previous section are that now the reduction is
more global in the sense that not only full reduction of SMs is considered� but also bu�ers are reduced�
The price to be payed is that the exact projection of the functional behaviour of the original system on
the preserved nodes is not longer true� The following properties are preserved� boundedness 
essential to
the �niteness of the underlying CTMC�� liveness 
for bounded� strongly connected DSSPs equivalent to
deadlock	freeness �CCST���� thus non	null throughput preservation� and the existence of home states 
to
preserve the CTMC ergodicity �CCST����� The descomposition phase is performed in polynomial time�

The reduction from the original system towards the computation of the aggregated subsystems is
explained in two steps� 
a� Each SM 
with some properties assumed� is reduced to a single transition�
and 
b� the obtained skeleton 
a WTS� is reduced to a given standard scheme�

In order to simplify notations and statements� in the sequel we assume the basic single input	single
output 
SISO� cut� splitting the original system into two parts through two bu�ers� The technique is a
mild generalization of that introduced in �JSS���� where the SISO	cut is considered but limited to marked
graphs 
i�e�� neither decisions nor bulk services or arrivals��
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Figure �� 
a� Part of the original system� 
b� The SM is reducible to a transition preserving boundedness�
liveness� and the existence of home states for the full system�

��� State machine reduction to transition

The idea 
see Fig� ��a� is to reduce a SM to a single transition 
with single	server semantics"� provided
a unique bu�er	neighbouring exists in a certain strict sense� depending of the way in which the bu�ers
are connected to the machine and on its initial state� the machine can be reduced or not�

Let N � 
P� T� Pre� Post� be a DSSP net� NSM � 
PSM� TSM������� a SM subnet of N 
i�e�
�� � PrejPSM�TSM ��� � PostjPSM�TSM�� Bin � fbijbi

� � TSMg and Bout � fbj j�bj � TSMg the
input and output bu�ers of SM in N � The reduction of SM leads to a transition tSM with �tSM � Bin

and tSM
� � Bout� and some weightings gPre
bi� tSM� for bi � Bin and gPost
bj � tSM� for bj � Bout�

Two conditions should be imposed in the reduction of SM to get some �similarities� in the behaviour
of the original and the reduced systems� 
�� a linear token conservation property that allows the cal	

culation of gPre
bi� tSM� and gPost
bj � tSM� 
see section ������ and 
�� a token withdrawal 
from input
bu�ers�	token throw in 
to output bu�ers� property from the initial marking of the SM 
see section �������
that allows the preservation of liveness and the existence of home states�

	���� The linear token conservation property

Firing tSM in the reduced system� M �tSMiM �� produces a token variation � � M � �M � It is obvious

assume� for example� bi � Bin� that

�
bi� � kij�
bj� 
��

where�

� kij � gPre
bi� tSM��gPre
bj � tSM�� if bj � Bin�

� kij � �gPre
bi� tSM��gPost
bj � tSM�� if bj � Bout�

For the computability of gPre and gPost� it is clear that equations similar to 
�� should be written in the
original system for �arbitrarily long� sequences projected on TSM�

�
bi� � kij�
bj� �
X

pk�PSM

�k�
pk� 
��

where kij is de�ned as in 
��� while
P

pk�PSM
�k�
pk� represents the contribution of the marking variation

induced on the places of the SM� Obviously if the �ring sequence projected on the SM leads to a T 	
semi�ow of the state machine� �
pk� � ��

Property 	�� Let C� �


� CSM
CBin

CBout

�A be the incidence submatrix of the full net N reduced to TSM�

PSM� input bu�ers �Bin�� and output bu�ers �Bout� Then the relative weightings for the reduced net�
are computable i� rank
C�� � nSM
� jPSMj�



Proof� 
i� rank
CSM� � nSM � �� because SM is a state machine� Moreover� if C� �


CSM
C
bi�

�
�

rank
C�� � nSM� because bi 
any input� non	output bu�er of SM� cannot be a linear combination of
the places of the SM�

Consider now C� �


� CSM
C
bi�
C
bj�

�A� where bj is another input or output bu�er of SM� If rank
C�� �

nSM � �� bj is linearly independent of bi against 
��� Therefore rank
C�� � nSM� By induction on the
remaining bu�ers in vecinity of SM we conclude that rank
C�� � nSM�


ii� If rank
C�� � nSM� rank
CSM� � nSM � � and rank
C�� � nSM� it is clear that for any bu�er
in vecinity of SM� except bi we can write� C
bj� �

P
pk�PSM

�kC
pk� � kijC
bi�� Postmultiplying by
any �rable 	�SM and taking into account the state equation of a net system� 
�� is found� Q�E�D�

A dual perspective of the above rank property is the following� Let X � � be such that CSM �X � �

i�e� a T 	semi�ow of SM�� Therefore if C
bi� � X � 
� then C
bj� � X � 
Kij � and so on� In words�
Because minimal T 	semi�ows of SMs are cycles� all cycles of a SM reducible to a transition induce
proportional e�ects 
eventually null� on the set of input and output bu�ers�

From the above reasoning� the value of gPre
Bin� or gPost
Bout� is not fully characterized� but it is
known that�

� gPre
bi� � 


� gPre
bj� � 
 � kij �bj � Bin n fbig

� gPre
bq� � �
kiq �bq � Bout

The value of 
 is computed in the next section for the case where the SM is really reducible�

	���� Token withdrawal and token throw in per cycle

Looking at Fig� ��b� it is clear that the SM reduction makes sense if� starting in an initially marked
place� for all cycles of the SM 
i�e�� its minimal T 	semi�ows�� all token withdrawal from the input bu�ers
occur before the �rst token throw in to the output bu�ers� and additionally the number of withdrawals
is independent of the path followed to the �rst throw in to the output bu�ers�

Let N SM be the net obtained from NSM by labelling each interface transition t with ��bi� if bi is
an input bu�er of t and ��bj� if bj is an output bu�er of t� Moreover� the output places of transitions
labelled with ��bk� are blocked�

De�nition 	�� The state machine SM� initially marked at pq� is reducible to tSM if�

i� rank


� CSM
Bin

Bout

�A � jPSMj �pure structural condition from property ���

ii� All transitions labelled with ��� in N SM are reachable �without going through a blocked place� from
pq� and in all elementary paths from pq to a blocked place the same number of ocurrences of ��bk�
appears The value of 
 is the number of occurrences of label ��bi� in the paths from pq to a blocked
place

The condition ii� in the above de�nition can be computed also in polynomial time using� for example�
a small variation of a single node to several nodes path following Floyds algorithm �AHU����

For instance� for the net in Fig� �� the SM de�ned by TSM � ft�� t�� T��� T��� T��� T�
g should be
labelled with ��B�� in fT��� T��g� ��B�� in T�� and �B�� and ��B�� in T�
� Thus the input place of t��
t� is blocked� From the initial marking T�� is not reachable� thus another marking should be considered�
Firing backwards t� 
a persistent �ring� does not introduce spurious behaviours and now all cycles appear

to be labelled with ��B�� and ��B�� 
and ��B���� Thus gPre
B��� tSM� � �� gPre
B��� tSM� � � andgPost
B��� tSM� � ��



Theorem 	�� Let 
N �M�� be a DSSP and 
 eN � fM�� another one obtained through the reduction of a SM

to a transition� according with the conditions above 
 eN � fM�� is conservative� live� and it has home states
if and only if 
N �M�� does Moreover� the transformation preserves the marking bounds of the bu�ers

Proof� 
�� The reduction is a particular case of the elimination of transitions TSM with the standard
P 	semi�ow calculation algorithm �CS��a�� Therefore conservativeness is preserved�


�� According with the reduction conditions� a SM is reducible i� for any T 	semi�ow 
cycle� with
external e�ect the same amount of tokens are withdrawn from the input bu�ers 
possibly in di�erent
order� before starting the throw in of tokens on the output bu�ers� and this also for a quantity independent
of the cycle being executed� Thus liveness and existence of home states can be equally considered in a two
transitions SM� After the initially marked place� a transition resumes all tokens withdrawal from input
bu�ers� its output place� �� is the SM precondition to a transition in which the postcondition resumes
all tokens throw in the output bu�ers� Both reductions naturally preserve liveness and the existence of
home states� Moreover� � can be eliminated fusing both transitions into a single one� also preserving
liveness and the existence of home states�


�� The bounds of the bu�ers are preserved due to the two phases on the aggregated behaviour�
because before giving the �rst token all consumptions controlled from the SM are done and these input
bu�ers have it as the unique destination� Q�E�D�

The rule presented so far reduces a SM� with the characteristics already considered� to a transition�
This reduction technique does not preserve the projection either the languages or the markings over the
preserved nodes� For instance� in Fig� �� the SM de�ned by TSM � ft�� t�� T��� T��� T��� T�
g if we �re
T�� and then T�� two tokens are removed from bu�er B�� and then two tokens from bu�er B��� When
the state machine is reduced to a transition it is imposible to separate these two states or �rings� If this
reduction is done for all the SMs in the DSSP we obtain a bounded and live WTS� for which it is also
known� from other developments� that there exist home states �TCWCS���� Moreover� the bounds of all
places of the WTS are equal to the bounds of the corresponding bu�ers of the original DSSP�

��� WTS�reduction for SISO�cuts

We consider the subclass of DSSPs such that� according to the procedure previously presented� every
SM has been reduced to a single transition and� additionally� bu�ers are 
not only output but also� input
private� In this case� the remaining system after reduction of SMs is a WTS�

In order to simplify the presentation we restrict ourselves to a WTS decomposition obtained from a
single input�single output cut 
SISO	cut� through places 
bu�ers of the original DSSP�� A SISO	cut is
de�ned by two bu�ers whose deletion generates a partition of the system into two subsystem �JSS��� 
see
Fig� ��� Assume� to simplify the exposition� that each bu�er of the cut is the only input 
output� bu�er
of its output 
input� SM� The technique presented here can be generalized to multiple input	multiple
output cuts�

Once a SISO	cut has been decided� the main problem is to derive the aggregated subsystems where
either the left or the right part of the original system is reduced to a �minimum number� of nodes 
the
basic skeleton will be obtained after reduction of both parts�� The method is a generalization of that
presented in �JSS��� for marked graphs� In Fig� ��a� the left part from the output SM of B� to the input
SM of B� is replaced with a single place 
see Fig� ��c�� The input and output weights of that place are
computed to preserve the gain of the paths in original system from the output SM of B� to the input
SM of B�� The gain represents� from a structural point of view� the average number of tokens produced
in the output place per each single token taken from the input place� In principle� the same reduction
would be done for the right part�

After this reduction� the projection of the state space of the original system on the non	reduced part
is not preserved in the aggregated subsystem 
this fact di�ers from the marked graph case �CCJS����� In
other words� spurious markings can be made reachable after the aggregation�

An easy 
structural� way to reduce some of the spurious markings is to preserve� in addition to the
gain� what we call the maximum resistance of the aggregated part� The resistance of a path from a
transition to another transition is a structural property of a path related to the minimum number of
�rings of the �rst transition that is needed to �re once the second� For the system in Fig� ��a� to preserve
the resistance of the subsystem in the right hand side� we add the immediate transition r� with its
corresponding input and output place to obtain the aggregated subsystem in Fig� ��b�
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Figure �� 
a� A DSSP reducible to a WTS� Its decomposition in aggregated subsystems 
b� AS� and

c� AS�� and 
d� the basic skeleton�

Sometimes� the place preserving the gain is implicit with respect to the path composed by the immedi	
ate transition preserving the resistance and its input and output place 
this is the case for the aggregated
subsystem in Fig� ��b�� thus it can be deleted� Sometimes� in order to preserve the resistance� it is not
necessary to add the immediate transition with its input and output place because the place added for
preserving the gain summarizes also the resistance 
as in Fig� ��c�� In general� it can be necessary to
include both the place for preserving the gain and the immediate transition for preserving the resistance
for summarizing each side of the system�

The formal de�nitions of gain and resistance follow� Let wp � t�p�t�p� � � � pntn denote a weighted
path with Pre
pi� ti��� � xi and Post
pi� ti� � yi� i � �� � � � � n�

De�nition 	�� The gain of wp is g
wp� �

nY
i��

xi
yi
 The resistance of wp is r
wp� � max

i�������n

iY
j��

yj
xj



The next lemma shows that the proposed reduction preserves the gain and the resistance�

Lemma 	�� Let wp be a weighted path with r
wp� � r�
r�

�gcd
r�� r�� � ��� g
wp� � g�
g�

�gcd
g�� g�� � ��

Let d � gcd
r�g�� r�g�� Then� the weighted path wp � t�q�t��nq�tn with Pre
q�� t�� � r�� P ost
q�� t��n� �
r�� P re
q�� t��n� � r�g�

d
� P ost
q�� tn� � r�g�

d
has the same gain and resistance than wp

Proof� g
wp� �
r�

r�g�
d

r�
r�g�
d

� g�
g�

� r
wp� � maxf r�
r�
� r�
r�

r�g�
r�g�

g � maxfr
wp�� g
wp���g � r
wp� because by

de�nition ��� for every weighted path r � g��� Q�E�D�
The problem now is to compute the gain and maximum resistance of a set of paths with the same

initial and last transition� Note that all these paths must have the same gain 
since we are considering



consistent WTSs�� We will use a slight modi�cation of Floyds algorithm to solve the all�pairs shortest
paths problem �AHU���� We derive from the part of the WTS that we are going to aggregate a directed
graph in which transitions are the nodes and places are the arcs� The cost function on arcs needed for
our purpose includes the gain and the resistance between two interconnected transitions� The algorithm
computes for every ordered pair of transitions the maximum resistance of a path joining the pair of
transitions 
the solution is � for a pair if there does not exist such a path�� Floyds algorithm can be used
taken into account the following expression of the resistance of a path as function of the resistance and
gain of two subpaths�

Lemma 	�� Let wp be a weighted path with t�� tn its �rst and last transitions Let ti be other transition
of wp that splits it in two subpaths denoted by wp��i and wpi�n� respectively Then�

i� g
wp� � g
wp��i�g
wpi�n�

ii� r
wp� � max

�
r
wp��i��

r
wpi�n�

g
wp��i�

�
Proof� 
i� is trivial�


ii� r
wp� � maxk�������n

nQk
j��

yj
xj

o
� max

n
maxk�������i

nQk
j��

yj
xj

o
�maxk�i�������n

nQk
j��

yj
xj

oo
�

max
n
r
wp��i��

Qi
j��

yj
xj

maxk�i�������n

nQk
j�i��

yj
xj

oo
� max

n
r
wp��i��

r�wpi�n�
g�wp��i�

o
Q�E�D�

Note that there is a transition t of wp such that r
t�t� � r
wp� so the reduced path wp can be seen
as the joining of the implicit place from t� to t with implicit place from t to tn�

With respect to the initial marking of the aggregated subsystems� it can be de�ned from the following
concept of weighted marking�

De�nition 	�� Let 
wp�M��wp�� be a weighted path as in Def ��� with M��p��� � � � �M��pn� tokens in
its places and g
wp� � g�

g�
�gcd
g�� g�� � �� The weighted marking of wp is WM
wp�M��wp�� �

g�

nX
i��

Qi��
j�� yjQi
j�� xj

M �pi�

The marking of aggregated subsystems is as follows� The marking of preserved places is the same that
in the original system� The marking of the place p summarizing the gain is the minimum weighted marking
of a path joining the interface transitions� As this weighted marking can be non	integer� it can be 
opti	
mistically� rounded up 
to avoid killing the subsystem� or 
pessimistically� rounded down 
after checking
the subsystem is still live�� If the path summarizing the maximum resistance is t�q�t��nq�tn then t��n corre	
sponds to a transition of a path in the original system with maximum resistance� Let wp � t�p�t� � � � pntn
be the path of minimum weighted marking among the paths which have the maximum resistance� If
ti is the transition such that r
t�p� � � � piti� � r
wp�� then M �q�� � dWM
t� � � � ti�M��t� � � � ti��e and
M �q�� � dWM
ti � � � tn�M��ti � � � tn��e�

The reduction technique presented in this section does not preserve� in general� the projection of
state spaces of the original system� Nevertheless� the following result states the preservation of some
fundamental logical properties�

Theorem 	�� Let 
N �M�� be a live and bounded DSSP reducible to a WTS� Q � P a SISO�cut of N
and AS��AS� and BS the aggregated subsystems and the basic skeleton de�ned by Q� preserving the gain
and the resistance Then� AS��AS�� and BS are live and bounded and they have home state

Proof� i� To obtain an aggregated subsystem we take N and we reduce some SMs to a single transition�
By theorem ��� This reduction preserves liveness and boundedness� Then we can add the reduced paths�
As these reduced paths are implicit we preserve liveness and boundedness� If we eliminate the rest of
paths to obtain the aggregated subsystem we only eliminate restrictions to the output transition� so
liveness is preserved� As the gain of reduced paths is the same than original ones� boundedness is also
preserved� With respect to home state existence� it can follows from the fact that live and bounded
WTSs have home state �TCWCS��� Q�E�D�

Concerning the iterative approximation phase� a similar scheme to that in the previous section can be
applied� Now� the response time approximation of each subsystem is summarized at each iteration step



Table �� Iteration results for the DSSP in Fig� ��a

Service and routing rates as given in Fig	 �	a
AS� AS�

X �T�� rate�INT ��� X �T��� rate�INT ���

�	�
���� �	������ �	���
� �	
����
�	����
 �	����� �	���
�� �	
���

�	���
�� �	������ �	���
�� �	
���

�	���
�� �	������ �	���
�� �	
���


Error� ������

Service and routing rates equal to �	�
AS� AS�

X �T�� rate�INT ��� X �T��� rate�INT ���

�	������ �	���

 �	�
���� �	����
�	����� �	������ �	����� �	�����
�	����� �	������ �	����� �	�����
�	����� �	������ �	����� �	�����

Error� ������

Service rates� N� all equal ���	�� N� all equal �	�
Routing rates equal to �	�

AS� AS�
X �T�� rate�INT ��� X �T��� rate�INT ���

�	�

��� 	������ �	������ �	���
��
�	������ 	������ �	������ �	���
��
�	������ 	������ �	������ �	���
��

Error� ������

only with the output transition of the corresponding aggregated part� The rate of that transition is tuned
up by using the basic skeleton� In this way� the service time of the input transition of the aggregated
part can be �xed at the beginning 
with� for instance� the mean cycle time of the input state machine to
that part� considered in isolation��

��� Numerical example

Let us present some numerical values obtained for the system in Fig� �� The exact value of the throughput
of T� in the original system for the service and routing rates given in the �gure is �������� 
single	server
semantics is assumed�� The underlying CTMC has �!��� states� In Table �� the iterative results are
shown� Columns  rates
INT i� are the computed rates of transition i computed with the basic skeleton�
This transitions summarize the successive response time approximations of the corresponding aggregated
subsystems� Convergence of the method is also usually obtained from the third iteration step� The error
for this example was ������ and the number of states of the underlying CTMCs of AS�� AS�� and BS
are ����� ��!�� and ���� respectively�

The results obtained for alternative service and routing rates are also depicted in Table �� If all rates
are equal to ��� in the original system 
representing a symmetric timing case�� the exact throughput of
T� is ���!���!� The error of the approximated value is ������� On the other hand� if a very asymmetric
timing is considered 
service rates di�er in three orders of magnitude� as given in the third case of
Table ��� the exact throughput of T� is �������� leading up to an error of ������� As in the example of
the previous section� an exceptionally good approximation is obtained for very asymmetric systems with
respect to timing�

After extensive numerical examples� we always obtained convergence of the iterative method in four
or �ve steps� The state spaces are usually reduced in more than one order of magnitude and with very
little error 
less than �� in most cases�� Even if a seed is needed to initiate the iteration� our experience
is that the method seems to be robust with respect to the value of the seed�

� Conclusions

Two complementary aggregation techniques were presented as a basis for system decomposition� The �rst
technique was based on a reduction of state machines� achieved by preserving the interface transitions�
called observable� The reduction preserves the projection of �ring sequences on the observable transitions
and� even more� the branching probabilities among these transitions� The original system is decomposed
with a cut de�ned through bu�ers� Then� each aggregated subsystem is obtained by reducing a di�erent
subset of state machines� In the second method� valid only for a subclass of DSSPs� each state machine of
a part is fully reduced to a single transition 
interfaces are not preserved�� leading to a weighted T 	system�
And moreover� global aggregations of bu�ers and transitions are performed to increase the state space
reduction� In this case� the obtained aggregated subsystems do not maintain projected state spaces� but



basic functional porperties like boundedness� liveness� and the existence of home states are preserved�
Both aggregations and decomposition can be done in polynomial time on the net size�

After the decomposition phase� a �xed	point search iterative process is used to approximate the
throughput� Extensive numerical examples have shown that the iterative method converges in three to
�ve steps� The state spaces are usually reduced in more than one order of magnitude and with very little
error 
less than �� in most cases�� In the second aggregation technique� where a seed is needed to initiate
the iteration� our experience is that the method seems to be truly robust with respect to the value of the
seed�

For the sake of clearness� both aggregation techniques were presented in a separate way� Nevertheless�
they can be used in a complementary way for the reduction of large systems�
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